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!NIMALS�OF�THE�7EST
The Grizzly Bear is the The Grizzly Bear is the Totem animal of the West and the spirit keeper of the water quad-rant of the 
Medicine Wheel. When Grizzly Bear is threatened, he stands on two legs like a man and moves forward 
to meet the danger head-on. Bear’s posi on as chief does not come from his great physical prowess but 
from his inner spiritual strength, for Bear has looked into his own heart and know what lies there. From 
this inner knowing comes Bear’s ability to look into the hearts of others and, by doing so, to help them 
see the les-sons they need to learn. The Bear is a solitary animal capable of ferocity, and as a totem 
animal, it signifies the imporanimal, it signifies the importance of taking command and leading with aloof aggressive-ness. Bear also 
represents the need for solitary reflec on and is a symbol to lean on when individual lone courage is 
required. 

We can learn from Bear to face our problems rather than run from them. This lesson does not come 
from our physical strength but from our inner strength: the ability to look within and know that we 
possess everything we need to succeed in life. 

Other animals of the West include the Beaver, Snake, Raven and Badger. Beaver demonstrates to us the 
power of the teamwork and preparedness needed for the coming winter. The Snake reminds us to shed 
our skin to grow and change. Fast and wary, the Raven is a bird not in midated by others and therefore 
not easy prey for other birds or animals. Raven can teach you how to s r the magic cauldron of life 
without fear. The Ra-ven’s well-known tendency to be amorous is a reminder of the strong crea ve life 
force to which it has access. With this crea ve life force, we can work the magic of spiritual laws upon 
the physical plane, linking our will with our inten ons. 

BadBadger shares his spirit of tenacity as he shows us how to tunnel to find nourishing roots, protec ng 
those he loves with a fearsome will. Badger’s hide is impenetrable to tooth, claw and horn and his claws 
tear easily through the hardest ground. To see any situa on or project to its final comple on requires 
this key quality of the West gate: focused deter-mina on. Our willpower is a core element of our 
personal makeup. It propels us through our toughest challenges and in its highest expression is an 
essen al feature of con-sciousness. We badger away at tasks with an almost supernatural determina on 
to to get the job done, burrowing deep into the warrens of our unconscious to find hidden strength.

To meet or spot a Badger is to receive a clear message: keep going, you’re nearly there, I am with you. 
Seek Badger if you need the energy to finish a job, project or have to stand your ground on an issue.  
Badger helps you to show your claws without the need for un-necessary confronta on.
 
As a Shape-Shi er, Crow has many spiritual gi s and abili es. Cross-culturally, the Crow is seen as a 
trickster, prophet, messenger, warrior, guardian and creator spirit. Crow in-vites the energy of magic and 
of personal transforma on. Because he feeds on death, he is also a gatekeeper of the spirit world. Crow       
                                                           feathers are a powerful protec on against ill will and can be applied to 
                                                                costumes to assist shamanic flight and support on Medicine 
                                                                     Journ                                                                     Journeys. Crow is a powerful ally for healers, using their 
                                                                        transforma ve power to shapeshi  energy into harmless 
                                                                            elements. When we hear Crow calling, it is a confirma on  
                                                                              from spirit to recognise our magical abili es and trust in the 
                                                                               future. 
 
                                                                               If                                                                                If you observe Crow riding the storm, no ce its ability to 
                                                                               bend and twist its body. Send a message to Crow when you 
                                                                              need to alter any aspect of your life, mind and feelings. 
                                                                             Crow is especially effec ve when we suffer from depression, 
                                                                            despair and loss.




